
Please remain 2m apart 
at all times.

Sneeze or cough away from
others, into your elbow.

Wash your hands with soap
regularly for at least

20 seconds.
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One-way retail graphics for transparent surfaces

Using Contra Vision® in retail to communicate 
information and help reduce the spread of 
COVID-19
There are a number of locations within retail environments where Contra Vision 
perforated window film is the ideal material to communicate messages on clear 
surfaces such as windows, entrance doors and hygiene screens. This is critical 
in helping to reduce the spread of COVID-19.

It is designed to be printed on one side, enabling key health and safety 
messages to be clearly communicated to members of the public. From the other 
side it is left unprinted and the perforations in the film allow workers to see 
straight through the material and have a clear view of customers. This is 
particularly useful in entrance areas, where the ability to ‘see through’ the 
posters reduces the chance of people coming into close contact with each 
other.

Contra Vision® Performance HD™ White on Black, is the best perforated film 
to use in these closely viewed applications. While standard perforated films can 
make small text difficult to read, our exclusive HD range of films ensures even 
the smallest details are still clearly legible. This is thanks to
the micro-perforations which are 70% smaller than the typical hole size 
found in other perforated films.

Entrance doors & windows Foyer windows for supermarkets

Drive-through windows Trolley parks

Retail safety applications

Standard perforated film means printed text is 
not always legible.

Contra Vision Performance HD perforated
film retains the legibility of even small text.
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The customer sees the message

The worker has an uninterrupted view

How it works


